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Observations on The Status of Drainage Issues Identified  

In The BMT Report 

“Stormwater Management Issues 

North Arm Cove  2014” 

Conducted by NACRA Executive Committee Members L.Yearsley and G.Sylvaney during 

March/April 2018 on behalf of Residents for advice of Mid Coast Council. 

In late March, inspections of the following North Arm Cove residential area roads, namely Merriwa Ave., 

Water St., Cove Blvd. and The Esplanade were conducted to view firsthand the progress made in 

correcting drainage problems identified in the 2014 BMT Report “North Arm Cove Stormwater Management 

Strategy” and the subsequent launch of Council Plans to address issues raised by the Report in February 

2015. These reports can be viewed on the NACRA Web Site under (Home -Key Topics-Recurring Topics-

Drainage). During April, Council has been undertaking on going drainage related maintenance on village 

roads, most notably in The Esplanade. Where any situations observed in March have changed, these are 

reported below.                                                                                                                                               

Of most concern, is the remaining number of old style concrete pit covers that do not meet design safety 

standards and allow child access to pits and underground drains. For this situation to still exist 4 years after 

being identified in the 2014 Report should not be acceptable.                                                                                    

The sequence of the following locations and our inspections follows Section 3 Page 9 of the BMT Report.                                                                                                                                               

Merriwa Ave (unsealed section).                                                                                                                             

Improvement is noted due to the enlargement of a drain on the corner of Eastslope Way, regrading of this 

unsealed section of the Avenue and defining a north side Table Drain including placement of medium sized 

rocks in the rough Table Drain. This may assist in reducing some erosion of the road surface in average 

rain. A significant rain event however would undo any improvements viewed up to the time of this report. It 

should also be noted additional residential development has occurred. Sealing of the road is needed to 

permanently stop road erosion. In Eastslope Way, some undersize apron pipes, high aprons and the state 

of table drains downhill both east and south also remain inadequate to handle water flows, as stated in the 

2014 Report. The Report had also stated that If these issues were addressed, the Casuarina Reserve drain 

system into which the water flows were intended to go would easily cope due to their large size. Kerb and 

Guttering had also been recommended for the east side of the Way between Merriwa Ave. and Casuarina 

Reserve. An open under road 750mm pipe in Casuarina Reserve requires grating to prevent child access.                                                                                                                                                     

In summary no permanent improvement since 2015. 
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Water St. (West of Cove Blvd.)                                                                                                                             

Council works conducted since 2014 have greatly improved the water flows in table drains on both sides of 

the road. The depth of drains however has resulted in a drop off that could be dangerous if a vehicle or 

pedestrian should venture over the road edge especially at night with the street mostly unlit. The only 

solution to this may be safety railings or buried drain pipes. 

Water St. (East of Cove Blvd.)                                                                                                                               

Council has advised that remediation work on the drains will commence on completion of The Esplanade 

major drainage upgrade currently underway. Whilst we are not conversant with details of Council plans, it is 

hoped remediation of previous attempts to fix the drains here will include covered piping to maximise 

recreational space for this popular but space restricted area for boaters. 

                             

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

4 and10 Cove Blvd.                                                                                                                                                    

Very effective Drainage has been installed by Council in this northern end of the Blvd. A problem with leaf 

litter blocking drain pits still occurs but whilst we live in a forest, always will. A considerate neighbour on the 

high side opposite, keeps the pit grates clear.  

34 Cove Blvd.                                                                                                                                                             

Water St. improvements to date, appear to have eliminated the flooding situation and when completed 

should eliminate the past problem entirely. However, the Cove has not experienced a significant rain event 

since 2015. 

 44-54 Cove Blvd.  In this stretch of road, the following issues directly related to cross road flooding were 

noted. Table drains silted with debris/vegetation, shallow or no drains, apron pipes partly blocked and 

aprons very high. Also, seepage continues from under the apron and road and flows across the road for 

days after rain has stopped as reported in 2014. There appears to be no improvement works since 2015. 
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       .  

 

70-72 Cove Blvd.                                                                                                                                                       

Drainage works have been completed here, effectively stopping the cross-road flow from opposite No.70. 

Such flows still occur into No.72 from further up the road where high aprons exist and water flow is 

restricted in its course to the pit opposite No.70. The opening size of the drain pit is unsafe, allowing child 

entry to the under-road pipe and this requires correction by some form of screening or preferably use of 

grates as installed on new drain pits. Some road cross flow is also coming downhill from the northerly 

direction due to high aprons.                                                                                                                                                                      

A remaining major problem for No.70 relates to the drain pipe carrying water from the pit through the 

property to a foreshore outlet where a downhill collection pit and its pipes appear to be of mismatched size 

resulting in significant top soil wash away in periods of heavy rain when water surfaces from the pit as a 

fountain through blockages and other flow restriction. The 2014 report recommended a formal agreement 

with the property owner for a Council Easement right of way and an internal inspection of the drain pipes on 

the property. No approach has been made to the owner nor to their knowledge, an internal pipe inspection. 

Council are being provided with a video of the downhill pit overflow problem. 

              

                                                                     

NACRA 70 Cove 

Blvd.Vid.MOV
 

 

80-84 Cove Blvd.  The following issues were noted here. The high side of the road has a particularly steep 

contour with two empty blocks opposite affected properties. Aprons are therefore steep and high. The 

apron drain pipes would not cope with flows from heavy rains, resulting in damming and cross road flows. 

Some lengths of table drain are also very shallow. When viewed, some apron pipes were partly blocked 

with debris. No signs of improvement since 2015 
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102-106 Cove Blvd.   Shallow table drains would not enable adequate channelling of water and contribute 

to cross road flows. No signs of improvements since 2015. 

108-110 Cove Blvd.    Council has installed very effective drainage. Only issue noted but of critical 

importance is  the opening to the under-road pipe through the pit opposite No. 110 which is sufficiently 

large for almost adult access. This needs grating as a matter of urgency.  

 *An interesting non drainage opportunity exists here between the properties 108 and 110. Access is 

available between the two properties to the waterfront via a Council owned easement. With waterfront 

access highly restricted in North Arm Cove, it seems a great loss not to utilise the area. For example, it 

could be made into a dinghy launching site similar to Water St. so providing the amenity for residents in this 

southern end of the village. At the very least, an evaluation should be made of opportunities for community 

use.” 

 

                                               

 

 

 

 

The Esplanade                                                                                                                                        

Council are currently conducting major earth and road works here to remedy issues identified in the 2014 

Report. 

 Promontory Way.                                                                                                                                          

This Drainage issue is not part of the 2014 report. It involves underground upward seepage of water into a 

room and flooding the floor to a depth requiring pumping out after periods of sustained heavy rain. A large 

area of bush drains to the area with one small pit and shallow table drain servicing run off on the road high 

side. The property is opposite and downhill of the pit.                                                                                     
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In conclusion:                                                                                                                                                              

1). We believe the current general state of Table Drains in the Cove makes a very significant contribution to 

cross road flooding during heavy rain events. Therefore, priority should be given to remediation. From a 

cost benefit aspect, very positive.                                                                                                                   

2). Urgency must be applied to update any pit covers that do not meet child safety standards. The child 

population in North Arm Cove has observably increased over the past 5 years.                                            

3). The role high aprons and under size pipes play in flooding are obvious. The audit recommended in 2014 

should be conducted to specific criteria with decisions and planning undertaken for remediation.                

4).  Councils Drainage Works Program should continue as quickly as possible until the recommendations 

for short term remediation in the BMT Report and the Council Strategy Plan are fully implemented            

5).  Whilst Table Drain maintenance is a Council responsibility, obviously Staff cannot be employed full time 

in the Cove maintaining them (unfortunately). Some form of information/education program may assist in 

encouraging all high side residents to keep an eye on their “patch” of drain and apron pipes to ensure they 

are kept clear for the benefit of their across the road neighbours. The knowledge, of what can happen to 

their fellow residents via cross road flooding when debris is allowed to block drains in front of their own 

property. 

  

 We trust the above assists in focusing attention on some aspects of drainage issues in North Arm Cove for 

the benefit of both Residents and Council.   

 

Gary Sylvaney 

President North Arm Cove Residents Association Inc. 


